[A specific function of the motor cortex in the reorganization of coordination in motor learning in animals and humans].
The findings suggest that a particular function of MCx in motor learning involves suppression of synergies and co-ordination which interferes with acquisition of new motor patterns. Experimental animal models based on inhibition of certain natural synergies or reflexes in the process of learning new co-ordination have been developed where the MCx is responsible for inhibition of natural motor patterns. Following the MCx lesion the natural synergies dominate again and the learned movement cannot be adequately performed. Similar disturbances occur after combined lesions of the premotor and parietal associative cortex or after lesions of the cerebellar nuclei. However, after the associative cortex or cerebellar lesions the recovery of learned co-ordinations is possible. This suggests the inhibition of inappropriate synergies or co-ordination during motor learning is a specific function of the MCx, the latter taking part in organisation of new co-ordination between posture and movement in humans as well.